
 

 

IMPACT OF COVID 19 ON THE

FINANCIAL SERVICES  MARKET

Coping with the impact of COVID 19

Enforced Extraordinary Price Volatilities in

the Financial Services Market with Smart

Crisis Management Measures



 

HERE'S WHAT TO EXPECT

Introduction

What will trigger price volatilities in the

financial services market while the

global economy combats the impact of

COVID 19?

Can crisis management measure be an

answer to the price volatilities in the

financial services market?

Contact Info

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION

It will not be an exaggeration to say that the

entire world is staring at a global economy

correction in view of the extreme price

volatilities observed in the financial services

market. There is no doubting the fact that

markets will regain their momentum once

the world gets its panacea for the viral

outbreak. But the dynamism in the impact of

COVID 19 on the financial services markets

across countries and the nature of adoption

of contingency measures to address the

impact or the lack of it will make differences

in the rate of recovery of this market across

regions. Meanwhile, this speculation will fuel

price volatilities in the financial services

market.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FACTOR # 1 THAT WILL

TRIGGER PRICE VOLATILITIES

IN THE FINANCIAL SERVICES

MARKET WHILE THE GLOBAL

ECONOMY COMBATS THE

IMPACT OF COVID 19

Business discontinuity across the major

industrial sectors

 

The government-enforced

shutdown of geographical borders and

restrictions imposed on mobility are

some of the measures undertaken to

contain the debilitating impact of

COVID 19. While employees in certain

sectors have the leverage to support

business remotely, such measures have

compelled sectors such as the

manufacturing, travel and tourism,

entertainment industries to pull the

brakes. Instances of business

discontinuities across these revenue-

generating sectors will create a gaping

hole in the cashflow of economies

across regions. Consequently, this will

limit the frequencies of procurement in

the financial services market across the

regions that reeling under the impact of

COVID 19. Such a scenario will

contribute to extreme price volatilities

in the financial services market.

REQUEST A FREE DEMO

Want  more  insights?

https://www.spendedge.com/request-for-demo?utm_source=OnsiteCovDCampaign&utm_medium=CovDCampaign&utm_campaign=BusinesswireOnsiteCovDCampaign&utm_term=Impact+of+COVID+19&utm_content=Coping+with+the+impact+of+COVID+19+Enforced+Extraordinary+Price+Volatilities+in+the+Financial+Services+Market+with+Smart+Crisis+Management+Measures


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FACTOR # 2 THAT WILL

TRIGGER PRICE VOLATILITIES

IN THE FINANCIAL SERVICES

MARKET WHILE THE GLOBAL

ECONOMY COMBATS THE

IMPACT OF COVID 19

Loss of employment

 

The impact of COVID took its

devastating form in the US, where,

reportedly, over a million individuals

lost their jobs and were subsequently

bankrupt. Typically, most of the salaried

employees opt for a range of financial

services such as home loans, car leasing

terms, among others. The steady

depletion of their income sources will

eschew the scopes of business in the

financial services market. Despite

the fact that the Federal Reserve has

flexed the borrowing rate to promote

lending, analysts apprehend that this

will give a boost to the financial

services market only on a short-term

basis. Such uncertainties will trigger

severe price volatilities which will

create challenges for any potential

buyers in the financial services market.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FACTOR # 3 THAT WILL

TRIGGER PRICE VOLATILITIES

IN THE FINANCIAL SERVICES

MARKET WHILE THE GLOBAL

ECONOMY COMBATS THE

IMPACT OF COVID 19

A stark demand rise in the commercial

paper market

 

 

The commodity paper market is

referred to as a short-term lending

market that caters to large enterprises

for cash. As the worsening economic

impact of COVID 19, the commodity

paper market is witnessing a deluge of

more sellers with debts than buyers.

Consequently, this is resulting in a

significant hike in the interest rates for

those loans.

 

Want  to  mitigate  price

volat i l i t ies  in  your

business?

REQUEST A FREE DEMO

https://www.spendedge.com/request-for-demo?utm_source=OnsiteCovDCampaign&utm_medium=CovDCampaign&utm_campaign=BusinesswireOnsiteCovDCampaign&utm_term=Impact+of+COVID+19&utm_content=Coping+with+the+impact+of+COVID+19+Enforced+Extraordinary+Price+Volatilities+in+the+Financial+Services+Market+with+Smart+Crisis+Management+Measures


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CAN CRISIS MANAGEMENT

MEASURE BE AN ANSWER TO

THE PRICE VOLATILITIES IN

THE FINANCIAL SERVICES

MARKET?

 

 

Markets are always susceptible to

phases of price volatilities due to

various socio-economic factors at play.

While there is no permanent cure for

such volatilities, it is always prudent for

any potential buyers to give due

weightage to contingency measures

prior to venturing in the financial

services market. Since the great

recession in 2008, crisis management

measures have reinstated its

indispensability and have cemented

the necessity of “being prepared”. For

the financial services market, effective

partnership with service providers and

a futuristic procurement perspective

will form the podium of crisis

management measures to deal with

price volatilities triggered by the

impact of COVID 19.

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CRISIS MANAGEMENT

MEASURE # 1 TO ADDRESS

PRICE VOLATILITIES

TRIGGERED BY THE IMPACT

OF COVID 19 ON THE

FINANCIAL SERVICES

MARKET?

Ensure transparency in all respect by

your service provider

 

 

Price volatilities in the financial services

market often act as the perfect scenario

for certain service providers to create a

service rate card with visible

inconsistencies. To avoid such

situations, it is essential for buyers to

assess a service provider’s provision of

transparency in their pricing. Often, the

service charges include hidden fees

that may force clients to make excess

payments.

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CRISIS MANAGEMENT

MEASURE # 2 TO ADDRESS

PRICE VOLATILITIES

TRIGGERED BY THE IMPACT

OF COVID 19 ON THE

FINANCIAL SERVICES

MARKET?

Engage with service providers that offer

a dedicated team for buyers

 

 

A two-way and a proactive

communication channel is a crucial

crisis management measure for

both buyers and suppliers to sustain in

this testing time. To ensure the same

it is important that buyers ensure the

provision of a dedicated team from

suppliers who is specialized to address

specific situations. This will ensure a

proactive channel of communication

between buyers and suppliers in case of

changes in the nature of service

delivery owing to price volatilities. This

is the need of the hour to combat the

debilitating impact of COVID 19 on the

financial services market.

 

Want  more  insights?

REQUEST A FREE DEMO

https://www.spendedge.com/request-for-demo?utm_source=OnsiteCovDCampaign&utm_medium=CovDCampaign&utm_campaign=BusinesswireOnsiteCovDCampaign&utm_term=Impact+of+COVID+19&utm_content=Coping+with+the+impact+of+COVID+19+Enforced+Extraordinary+Price+Volatilities+in+the+Financial+Services+Market+with+Smart+Crisis+Management+Measures


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CRISIS MANAGEMENT

MEASURE # 3 TO ADDRESS

PRICE VOLATILITIES

TRIGGERED BY THE IMPACT

OF COVID 19 ON THE

FINANCIAL SERVICES

MARKET?

Adherence to regulations

 

As a response to the decline in the

borrowing rate, regulatory authorities

have issued interest rate cuts to

promote the procurement of credit

service. Pricing bands are issued to

create a range within which financial

service providers are permitted

to quote bids. To ensure service

providers’ compliance with these crisis

management measures, buyers must

assess the level of service provider’s

adherence to the regional and the

national regulatory frameworks.

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CRISIS MANAGEMENT

MEASURE # 4 TO ADDRESS

PRICE VOLATILITIES

TRIGGERED BY THE IMPACT

OF COVID 19 ON THE

FINANCIAL SERVICES

MARKET?

Performance history

 

 

Clients of the banking services industry

should focus on the history of their

service providers in terms of

performance.  It helps clients to assess

banks' potential to deliver an assured

service even during emergency

situations. This can be assessed based

on factors such as profitability

of the service provider, debt-equity

ratio, and clientele.

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CRISIS MANAGEMENT

MEASURE # 5 TO ADDRESS

PRICE VOLATILITIES

TRIGGERED BY THE IMPACT

OF COVID 19 ON THE

FINANCIAL SERVICES

MARKET?

Evaluate the mathematical model and

techniques used by service providers in

risk/fraud identification

 

For buyers of credit collection service, it

is essential to evaluate the

appropriateness of the mathematical

model and techniques used by credit

collection service providers for

identifying fraud and segmenting

customers based on their credit risk.

This is particularly relevant in the

current business scenario that is reeling

under the impact of COVID 19. This

helps buyers to benchmark, validate,

and compare the effectiveness of the

risk/fraud identification model

provided by suppliers with industry-

accepted practices and with other

competitors.

 

Want  to  secure  your

business  from  the  future

market  uncertainties

WE CAN HELP YOU

https://www.spendedge.com/request-for-demo?utm_source=OnsiteCovDCampaign&utm_medium=CovDCampaign&utm_campaign=BusinesswireOnsiteCovDCampaign&utm_term=Impact+of+COVID+19&utm_content=Coping+with+the+impact+of+COVID+19+Enforced+Extraordinary+Price+Volatilities+in+the+Financial+Services+Market+with+Smart+Crisis+Management+Measures


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WE CAN HELP YOU WITH

MORE INSIGHTS INTO HOW

CRISIS MANAGEMENT

MEASURES WILL HELP YOU

TO COMBAT PRICE

VOLATILITIES IN REAL-TIME

CAUSED BY THE IMPACT OF

COVID 19 IN THE FINANCIAL

SERVICES MARKET

EXPLORE OUR DIGITAL PROCUREMENT

PLATFORM

https://www.spendedge.com/request-for-demo?utm_source=OnsiteCovDCampaign&utm_medium=CovDCampaign&utm_campaign=BusinesswireOnsiteCovDCampaign&utm_term=Impact+of+COVID+19&utm_content=Coping+with+the+impact+of+COVID+19+Enforced+Extraordinary+Price+Volatilities+in+the+Financial+Services+Market+with+Smart+Crisis+Management+Measures


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONTACT INFO

WE'D LOVE TO ASSIST YOU!

PLEASE CHOOSE A MODE

OF ENGAGEMENT

REQUEST A FREE DEMO

CONTACT US

https://www.spendedge.com/request-for-demo?utm_source=OnsiteCovDCampaign&utm_medium=CovDCampaign&utm_campaign=BusinesswireOnsiteCovDCampaign&utm_term=Impact+of+COVID+19&utm_content=Impact+of+COVID+19+on+the+Medical+Device+Market%3A+Deep+Insights+into+the+Top+Alternate+Sourcing+Options+to+Overcome+the+Predicted+Supply+Chain+Risks+in+the+Medical+Device+Market
https://www.spendedge.com/contact-us?utm_source=OnsiteCovDCampaign&utm_medium=CovDCampaign&utm_campaign=BusinesswireOnsiteCovDCampaign&utm_term=Impact+of+COVID+19&utm_content=Impact+of+COVID+19+on+the+Medical+Device+Market%3A+Deep+Insights+into+the+Top+Alternate+Sourcing+Options+to+Overcome+the+Predicted+Supply+Chain+Risks+in+the+Medical+Device+Market

